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SPICE BRIEFING PAPER 
Annexe A

1. Number of people who apply to medical school

Number of people who apply with qualifications but are not accepted 

There are five universities in Scotland with medical schools: Edinburgh, Glasgow, 
Aberdeen, Dundee and St Andrews1. The information provided here refers to the 
MBChB Medicine (the degree programme that all students wishing to work as a 
medical doctor are required to take). 

Allocation of university places for Medicine: Intake Targets 

The number of places that should be made available each year to study medicine is 
determined via a set of ‘intake targets’. There are two stages to the process of 
agreeing the intake target for medicine each year. The first involves the Scottish 
Government communicating its overall target number to the Scottish Funding 
Council (SFC). This communication includes an estimate of the number of places 
that should be allocated to: students from Scotland / EU nationals; rest of UK 
students; and international (non-EU) students.2  The second stage involves the SFC 
working with the total intake figure and setting intake targets for each of the medical 
schools in Scotland.3 So, each year the Scottish Ministers allocate the number of 
places via the SFC. This is presented as a gross figure, but is also broken down into 
allocations for each school, and how many students from each fee status should be 
accepted within each school. The number of entrants permitted by the Scottish 
Government for 2017 was:Scot/EU/Rest of UK: 834 International: 64, Total intake: 
898. The information provided by the SFC gives the breakdown of the allocation of
places to each institution.

Medicine is one of a small number of ‘controlled subjects’. Controlled subjects are 
those degree programmes where the Scottish Government and relevant partners 
attempt to manage the number of people training in specific professions to an agreed 
workforce planning arrangement. This has been a longstanding approach to 
recruitment of students to medicine, dentistry, nursing and midwifery and initial 
teacher training.4 This approach means that the number of university places is based 
on the projection of employment to a substantive post being available at the end of 
training. The focus, then, as also highlighted by Audit Scotland, is on supply, not on 

1 St Andrews offers a BSc in Medicine which is a three year course. If students wish to continue to the 
MBChB programme, they need to transfer to one of the other medical schools, or to one of their other 
partner universities, Manchester or Barts and The London School of Medicine and Dentistry. 
2 Annex A of the intake target Circular from the SFC to Scottish medical schools is the letter from the 
Scottish Government to the SFC setting out this information. The 2017-18 intake target information 
can be found at this link: 
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/Announcements_SFCAN062017_Intaketargetsandfundedplacesforth
econt/SFC_AN_06_2017_Annex_-_University_Intake_targets_Medicine_2017-18.pdf  
3 The SFC 2017-18 intake target report is available at this link: 
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/Announcements_SFCAN062017_Intaketargetsandfundedplacesforth
econt/SFC_AN_06_2017_University_Intake_targets_Medicine_2017-18.pdf  
4 See this Scottish Executive document from 2006: 
http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2006/12/13130027/6 

http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/Announcements_SFCAN062017_Intaketargetsandfundedplacesforthecont/SFC_AN_06_2017_University_Intake_targets_Medicine_2017-18.pdf
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/Announcements_SFCAN062017_Intaketargetsandfundedplacesforthecont/SFC_AN_06_2017_University_Intake_targets_Medicine_2017-18.pdf
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/Announcements_SFCAN062017_Intaketargetsandfundedplacesforthecont/SFC_AN_06_2017_Annex_-_University_Intake_targets_Medicine_2017-18.pdf
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/Announcements_SFCAN062017_Intaketargetsandfundedplacesforthecont/SFC_AN_06_2017_Annex_-_University_Intake_targets_Medicine_2017-18.pdf
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/Announcements_SFCAN062017_Intaketargetsandfundedplacesforthecont/SFC_AN_06_2017_Annex_-_University_Intake_targets_Medicine_2017-18.pdf
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/Announcements_SFCAN062017_Intaketargetsandfundedplacesforthecont/SFC_AN_06_2017_Annex_-_University_Intake_targets_Medicine_2017-18.pdf
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/Announcements_SFCAN062017_Intaketargetsandfundedplacesforthecont/SFC_AN_06_2017_Annex_-_University_Intake_targets_Medicine_2017-18.pdf
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/Announcements_SFCAN062017_Intaketargetsandfundedplacesforthecont/SFC_AN_06_2017_University_Intake_targets_Medicine_2017-18.pdf
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/Announcements_SFCAN062017_Intaketargetsandfundedplacesforthecont/SFC_AN_06_2017_University_Intake_targets_Medicine_2017-18.pdf
http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2006/12/13130027/6
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the future demands created by policy change such as health and social care 
integration, nor on wider cultural, political and policy change such as Brexit or 
changes in pension or employment contracts. 

Institutions are able to allow a number of extra entrants before attracting financial 
penalties, so the actual number of entrants, as can be seen in the table below, is 
higher than the targets set. 

Academic 
Year 

Intake targets for medicine 
set by Scottish Government 

Actual intakes (HEFCE 
data)5 to Scottish 
medical schools 

2017 – 18 898 (including 50 places, 10 in 
each institution for widening 
access initiative) 

Not yet published 

2016 -17 898 (including 50 places, 10 in 
each institution for widening 
access initiative) 

Not yet published 

2015 - 16 784 1000 

2014 - 15 784 1000 

2013 - 14 784 960 

2012 - 13 Not published 980 

It is not clear exactly how the intake target figure is arrived at and Part 1 of the 
National Health and Social Care Workforce Plan published in June 2017 does not 
provide detail of the modelling that is undertaken. There are a number of references 
in the Plan to gaps in data that need to be addressed, such as on p16, paragraph 7: 

‘The picture of the NHS Scotland workforce given by current statistical 
evidence is only partial. More proactive planning is need to enable NHS staff 
to fully respond to the significant changes being made to NHS Scotland 
services….Workforce planning needs to evolve so in the medium to longer 
term, the service is better able to determine the workforce it will require in the 
future.’ 

The Plan goes on to say that planning has been focused on individual professions 
and ‘controlled subjects’, although data to inform even that planning is not complete 
or uniform. 

This reflects the conclusions of Audit Scotland, and while not every eventuality in any 
particular workforce can be anticipated, the Plan clearly recognises that there are 
areas where further information could inform modelling and future workforce 
planning. 

5 Information from HEFCE for all Scottish medical schools from survey. Data only available up to 2015 
intake 

http://www.hefce.ac.uk/lt/healthcare/mds/
http://www.hefce.ac.uk/lt/healthcare/mds/
http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2017/06/1354
http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2017/06/1354
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University admissions data 

Edinburgh, Glasgow and Aberdeen publish admissions data which can be viewed in 
more detail for at least the past three years by following the hyperlinks. 

The tables below have used this data to provide information (where available) on 
applicants, offers made and entrants to the course. Information in this format is not 
publicly available from Dundee Medical School or St Andrews Medical School. 

It should be noted that applicants will apply to up to four medical schools, so the 
applications data will be up to four times higher than if each applicant only applied to 
one school. This will also impact on those apparently not accepted for each 
institution – there is no way of telling how many have been accepted by one of the 
other institutions they applied to. A small number of students also defer entry once 
accepted. These students are included as ‘entrants’ in the year in which they actually 
join the course. (Hence the 90% figure quoted, as reported in the OR for 21 
September is possibly a misinterpretation of the data) 

The issue of those not accepted with the requisite academic qualifications cannot 
be extrapolated from the available information. It is also not possible to determine 
who has been rejected on these or broader qualification grounds, nor which 
students went elsewhere to study, be it elsewhere in Scotland, the UK or abroad. 

What we can see, however, is that most places are awarded to Scottish students in 
at least two of the institutions (Glasgow and Aberdeen); Edinburgh makes offers and 
has a greater proportion of students from elsewhere in the UK than the other two. 

University of Glasgow Medical School 

Year - 2017 

Domicile Applications6 Offers intake 

Scottish 644 239 145 (58.23%) 
Rest of UK 594 168 56 
EU 425 39 19 
Other 
international 

377 58 29 

Year - 2016 

Domicile Applications Offers intake 
Scottish 693 245 142 (57.5%) 
Rest of UK 633 140 56 
EU 422 41 21 
Other 
international 

451 56 28 

6 NB students make multiple applications 

https://www.ed.ac.uk/files/atoms/files/disclosure_of_information_-_sept_2016.pdf
https://www.gla.ac.uk/media/media_475041_en.pdf
https://www.abdn.ac.uk/smmsn/undergraduate/medicine/admissions-data-2015-entry-743.php
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University of Edinburgh 

Year - 2016 

Domicile Applications Offers intake 
Scottish/EU 1372 192 115(40.6%)7 
Rest of UK 704 170 83 
Other 
international 

416 38 9 

Year – 2015 

Domicile Applications Offers intake 

Scottish/EU 1204 170 110(43.9% 
Scottish) 

Rest of UK 938 160 80 
Other 
international 

459 25 15 

Year – 2014 

Domicile Applications Offers intake 

Scottish/EU 1484 140 110 
Rest of UK 1014 135 85 
Other 
international 

698 30 20 

University of Aberdeen 

Year – 2017 

Domicile Applications Offers intake 
Scottish 863 322 122 (67%) 
Rest of UK 513 88 32 
EU 329 57 8 
Other 
international 

355 62 19 

7 Does not include transfers from BSc St Andrews 
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Year – 2016 

Domicile Applications Offers intake 

Scottish 763 285 117 (65%) 
Rest of UK 597 73 32 
EU 414 20 13 
Other 
international 

331 37 16 

Year - 2015 

Domicile Applications Offers intake 

Scottish 841 246 98 
Rest of UK 747 153 32 
EU 432 53 22 
Other 
international 

416 38 17 

2. Number of people who drop out of medical school during
undergraduate training

Unfortunately this information is not published. The Scottish Funding Council (SFC) 
only collects data about those who leave Higher education between years one and 
two. The Committee might wish to approach the medical schools individually to ask 
them to provide further information on those who leave medical training at every 
phase of training, including during their undergraduate years, to supplement the 
Audit Scotland information (Exhibit 10 of report – ‘Numbers in the medical training 
path 2016’).  

Non-continuation data on Scottish domiciled medical students (AY 2015-16) 

What these data show is the number of Scottish domiciled students who started 
studying medicine (inc pre-clinical) at Scottish HEIs in academic year 2014-15 and 
did not continue their studies into second year. 

Audit Scotland acknowledge in paragraph 54 of their Report that NES is working 
towards a better understanding of medical student/trainee pathways, and 
recommend a unique identifier for students from application (UCAS) stage to 
registration with the GMC. This could also take account of those who are Scottish 
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domiciled, but who do not train in Scottish medical schools but eventually register to 
work in the UK. The regulation of doctors is reserved to the UK Parliament, and is 
overseen by the GMC. This means that the register covers the whole of the UK. In a 
response to a parliamentary question in 2016, and in a submission to the European 
and External Relations Committee, the GMC provided licensed doctor numbers 
working in Scotland (see Annex A of hyperlinked document).  The GMC records 
where someone trained for their MBChB, and can tell us where they are now 
working, but they cannot tell us whether they are Scottish by origin, only whether or 
not they are from the UK, EEA or elsewhere. 

3. Place of residence of applicants

The available information on this is provided in the tables above. Information about 
where students come from in Scotland is not available. Again, however, the 
Committee might wish to approach medical schools to ascertain by local authority 
area or school, where entrants are domiciled when they apply to study medicine.  

 A longitudinal (or cohort) study of the pathway from school to eventual career 
destination could provide a full picture of how students and trainees move between 
courses, institutions and destinations. More could also be done to link data around 
domicile, institution (including those who increasingly study medicine abroad and 
return) and post-graduate training/employment destination. 

Agency nursing 

Alex Neil MSP provided an example where an agency nurse was required, and 
travelled from outwith the board area, with travel and accommodation expenses 
covered. This board had a policy not to employ agency staff who lived in the board 
area. 

The rationale behind such a policy is to encourage staff to join the NHS board’s staff 
bank rather than to join an agency and so help the board to minimise agency usage. 

As Richard Robinson stated in the meeting, it is up to NHS boards how they meet 
additional staff needs. There is no published guidance for boards to use in managing 
agency spend apart from a document published by NES in 2009 on managing a staff 
bank. 

Scottish Government officials confirmed that they work closely with boards to help to 
control agency spend on medical and nursing staff8. The challenges are different for 
the different staff groups (and the use of locum medical staff is a more expensive 
issue - £146.5 million in 2016 against £24.5 million for nurses), but to focus on 
nursing staff, boards have action plans, agreed with government on how to control 
spend. Main initiatives include: 

 Regionalised banks in the North, East and West (to prevent the perverse
situation Alex Neil described)

8 Personal communication with the Scottish Government – 19/10/17 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_European/General%20Documents/General_Medical_Council.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_European/General%20Documents/General_Medical_Council.pdf
http://www.nes.scot.nhs.uk/media/206561/managing_a_staff_bank_nursing_and_midwifery_jan_2009.pdf
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 Ensure that decisions to employ agency staff are taken by more senior
management so that other options are exhausted first (such as moving staff
resources within hospitals, from other areas).

Scottish Government officials stated that challenges remain in the northern region 
because staff can be reluctant to travel what might be very long distances for a 
single shift. 

In the meeting on 21 September, Caroline Gardner returned to the matter of agency 
pay compared with NHS pay rates and said that data was not available to them. 

I have found some information from one agency, the Scottish Nursing Guild, who 
have been operating since the mid 1990s. 

They seek to encourage staff to join them by offering the following: 

‘At the Guild we believe in rewarding our nurses with pay rates that reflect their skills 
and the demands they are likely to encounter in the work place. 

 We offer market-leading pay rates

 We have a breadth of shifts and flexible options so you control how you work

 We recognise and reward your competence and experience

 We operate with integrity and respect for the profession of nursing

 We provide a 24/7 personal access to Quick Nurse availability and online
booking

 We help you maintain your compliance

 We offer training and ongoing professional development to further ambitions

 We offer travel expenses wherever you go’

They will also pay the fees to the Nursing and Midwifery Council (the statutory 
regulatory body for nurses and midwives) providing a nurse undertakes 18 shifts per 
year minimum. 

They also offer a one-off bonus (£250) for certain specialties and if a nurse refers 
another nurse to the agency both will receive an extra payment (£250). 

They offer a limited pension arrangement, matching any payments that a nurse 
makes into the scheme. 

http://www.scottish-nursing-guild.com/
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They also clearly display their pay rates. These are their standard pay rates, but if a 
shift is hard to fill agencies can incentivise staff to take them by paying them more. 

NHS recruitment advertise staff bank positions either as a salary or an hourly rate. 

http://www.scottish-nursing-guild.com/pay-rates-and-benefits
https://jobs.scot.nhs.uk/_results.aspx?catID=5&regionID=&orgID=&word=
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The Band 5 salary applicable to Registered nurses is £22,218 – £28,746 – the same 
salary whether on the bank or not. The hourly rate given for a registered nurse is 
given as £13.85. As Audit Scotland pointed out, staff choose to go onto the bank to 
achieve flexible working. At a time when vacancies are high, it is likely that they will 
be able to work when they want, depending on the specialism. Recruitment 
information includes the following: 

‘Within the Staff Bank system, there are no guarantees of a fixed amount of 
hours each week as this is a demand led service, however, applicants must 
be available for a minimum of 6 shifts per month.  Bank workers are asked to 
submit their availability in advance and shifts are then booked on an as and 
when required basis.’ 

Bank staff are entitled to paid annual leave and sick leave. 

The latest ISD Data for agency and bank workforce was published in September 
2017 and relates to the period to 31 March 2016 – 1 April 2017. 

From this it is clear that all the territorial health boards use bank staff as do the 
Scottish Ambulance Service, the State Hospital, the National Waiting Times Centre 
(Golden Jubilee), and NHS 24. All territorial boards have also used agency staff 
(except NHS Orkney), but in relatively small numbers. 

This extract shows the numbers for Scotland as whole time equivalents (WTE) 
for 2016 – 17 and the cost for both 
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http://www.isdscotland.org/Health-Topics/Workforce/Publications/data-tables2017.asp
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 National coordination of staff banks to facilitate the movement of temporary
workers between NHSS Boards by agreement. The Group was to support
NHS Boards with the practicalities of implementation and by agreeing the
solutions and approaches to HR and terms and conditions issues.

 A dedicated team to work at national and local levels to join up with other
programmes relating to workforce management and e-rostering. Initial funding
for the team will be provided by NSS.

 Additional resource to work with NHS Boards to develop local strategies and
interventions aimed at system improvements for the use of temporary agency
workers.

In 2016 the Health Foundation published an analysis of the use of temporary staff as 
part of a larger study which identified key pressure points in English NHS staffing: 

Staffing matters; funding counts – Pressure point:  

Temporary staff:Can the NHS make more effective use of temporary staff? 

While a study of the English context, the report has insights relevant to the Scottish 
NHS.

Anne Jepson 
Senior Researcher 
19 October 2017 

Note: Committee briefing papers are provided by SPICe for the use of Scottish 
Parliament committees and clerking staff.  They provide focused information or 

respond to specific questions or areas of interest to committees and are not 
intended to offer comprehensive coverage of a subject area. 

The Scottish Parliament, Edinburgh, EH99 1SP www.scottish.parliament.uk 

In 2015 the Scottish Government announced the introduction of a Managed Staffing 
Network team to support boards to manage bank and agency spend. The Nationally 
Coordinated Programme for the Effective Management of Temporary Medical 
Staffing Appointments included: 

http://www.health.org.uk/publication/staffing-matters-funding-counts
http://www.health.org.uk/publication/staffing-matters-funding-counts
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/
https://news.gov.scot/news/cutting-nhs-agency-staff-costs



